Introducing....
Coffee Chats with MCS Peer Advisors

Have questions about Classes? Internships? Research?

Your MCS Peer Advisors are eager to meet you! Whether you're a declared MCS major or a prospective MCS major, come chat with us over coffee. We're here to help you however we can.

How it works:
Reach out to any one of your peer advisors (listed below) via email during the month of April to set up a coffee chat with him/her! The MCS department will be sponsoring the coffee (or other drink!). In the subject line put: MCS Coffee Chat - Your Name
Meet your Peer Advisors:

Rebecca Layne
- Coterming in iCME with a focus in Data Science
- Past internships in Sports Analytics & Finance
- Conducted research in Environmental-Decision Making
- Email: rlayne@stanford.edu

Neel Yerneni
- Coterming in CS with a focus in AI
- Interned at Facebook in Data Science and starting at Google in the fall as a Software Engineer
- Studied in Berlin and interned at startup there
- Email: nyerneni@stanford.edu

Angela Umeh
- Working in Software Development post-grad
- Past internships in Software Development and Product Management
- Studied abroad and volunteered with Haas
- Email: angelau@stanford.edu

Sasha Harrison
- Coterming in CS, concentration: Information Systems
- Minoring in Feminist, Gender, and Sexuality Studies
- Past internships in Software @Google, and PM at Microsoft
- Email: aharris6@stanford.edu